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historical background of chromatography which, appropriately, is essentially
an autobiographical statement. S. R. Lipsky places in perspective the pres-
ent status and the limitations of the art. Incidentally, this book also contains
a method anyone can use to fool the breath analyzer after imbibing ethanol.
Although the participants of the symposium were both clinicians and
basic scientists, there was little interchange of ideas between the two disci-
plines. All in all, except for the two chapters cited, this is a book for the
browser and not for the novice or specialist.
ROBERT L. SCHEIG
THE INTERNEURON. Edited by M. A. B. Brazier. U.C.L.A. Forum in Medi-
cal Sciences, Number 11. Berkeley and Los Angeles, University of Cali-
fornia Press, 1969. xviii, 552 pp. $20.00.
The subject of this volume, a symposium held in 1967, deals with the
atomistic aspects of neuronal integration. The text consists of 18 papers and
provocative discussions covering the electrophysiological and anatomical
features of the connectivity of interneurons. According to some of the par-
ticipants, an interneuron could be any neuron that serves to connect the
actions of one nerve cell with another. This definition would probably ex-
clude primary afferent and effector neurons while including all of the re-
mainder of the central nervous system.
The burden of the book is the integrative action of groups of interneurons
from a variety of preparations that afford good conditions for observing
interactions among relatively few nerve cells. Correlation between fine
structure and electrical connection is emphasized constantly. The illustrative
material, recent bibliography, and discussions are very good. Approximately
100 pages are devoted to recent investigations of small groups of inter-
neurons in invertebrates. An important observation was that sequential dis-
charge of effector neurons was triggered by specialized "command" fibers
and was not modified by afferent input. There is discussion of the possible
behavioral significance of afferent activities in effector mechanisms. Ex-
amples of "pacemaker" neuronal aggregates are described. A 160-page por-
tion, concerned with integration in the vertebrate spinal cord, delineates a
number of inhibitory mechanisms that regulate the massive sensory input
to the cord. The remainder of the text is concerned with the behavior of
certain interneuronal aggregates in the cerebellum, hippocampus, thalamus,
and cerebral cortex.
This reader is left with the impression that there may be an insurmount-
able difficulty in using current technology to separate behaviorally relevant
interneuronal actions from the vast possibilities of combination and per-
mutation. As this text suggests, there is a large amount of description still
to be obtained with the present tools, but the ultimate findings will have to
be in line with this statement by Horridge in the first paper: "The part of
the description that will persist as relevant will be only a small part of the
possible detail, just as the description of a tree or lawn ignores the detail
of leaves and blades of grass."
DON C. HIGGINS
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